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ABSTRACT
The performance demands from data-intensive applications, such as multimedia streaming, as well as the
growing number of devices connecting to the Internet, will increase the need for higher capacity wireless
communication links. The research community has recently explored regions of the spectrum, including
the Terahertz band (0.1 THz to 10 THz), that are underutilised for communications. THz frequencies come
with a plethora of special challenges, one of which is the very narrow effective beam, thereby requiring
a Line of Sight (LoS) between sender and receiver. Researchers have explored the use of reflectors that
can redirect beams around blockages. In this paper, we propose a THz signal guidance system where a
Digital Twin is used to model, predict and control the signal propagation characteristics of an indoor space.
Our approach finds the best THz signal path from the base station to the mobile target via the tunable
metamaterial walls, avoiding obstacles as needed, using geometric (ray tracing), path loss and Terahertz
Potential Field (THzPF) models. With this knowledge, the digital twin guides the selection of antenna
strips at a base station and the reflectors along the signal path. A top-view camera, with advanced image
processing, provides context updates (obstacle and mobile target locations) to the digital twin. The image
processing system also senses factors like water vapour concentration, and the material composition and
surface roughness of obstacles. Such factors affect propagation strength, and the digital twin modifies the
beam paths to adapt. Simulation results have shown the efficiency of our control system to maintain a reliable
signal connection while minimising the use of antenna and reflector strips. Our system is the first proposal
that maximises THz signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) through such a dynamic and robust control system, which
integrates image processing of a room with base station configuration.
INDEX TERMS Terahertz, Digital Twin, Metasurface, 6G Communications.

I. INTRODUCTION

Wireless communication systems have witnessed tremendous
transformation through different generations over the years,
where we have seen their scope expand beyond mobile
devices, to machines and even wireless-enabled “things”.
The evolutionary steps from 1G to 5G have brought along
dense heterogeneous networks that have opened new opportunities for new devices within the Internet of Things
(IoT). They have also enabled new applications (e.g., au-

tonomous vehicles, monitoring patients in a way that does
not restrict their mobility and quality of life, or collecting
data about the environment from distributed sensors). While
this widespread connectivity has redefined how humans interact with each other and with machines, future wireless
communications will require ever more capacity. This has
triggered research regarding the next evolution of Beyond
5G and even 6G [1] [2]. As for the vision of developing
the next generation wireless network system, 6G is expected
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FIGURE 1: Indoor THz signal strength scenarios for cases
without (a), and with (b), obstacles. Ray tracing of signals
with metasurface reflectors corresponding to cases (a) and
(b) are shown in (c) and (d), respectively.
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FIGURE 2: Indoor architecture for Digital Twin management systems for THz communication system with metasurface reflectors, using image processing techniques to detect
obstacles and construct a virtual Terahertz Potential Field
(THzPF) to assist in directing the THz beams.

to be available from 2030 [3]. There will be growth in
various areas, including speed, number of supported devices,
and the needs of supported applications will be very high
compared to 5G. The 5G communications network has been
developed and installed for service in many countries, with
the main feature of the three main options being enhanced
mobile broadband (eMBB), ultra-reliable low latency communications (URLLC), and massive machine-type communications (mMTC). In 6G communications, the key features
are expected to be eMBB-Plus, secure ultra-reliable lowlatency communications (SURLLC), three-dimensional integrated communications (3D-InteCom), unconventional data
communications (UCDC), and big communications (Big2

Com) [4]. An important factor of the carrier spectrum is the
demand for extremely large bandwidths [5], that promotes
systems full efficiency, especially for indoor environments.
Additional capacity is needed, not only to support new types
of data-intensive services but also to enable new communication pathways between devices and machines [6], [7].
This vision of next-generation wireless communications is
that ultra-high-speed data communications, reaching Terabits
per second (Tbps) [8], will be needed. In order to target the
data rate in the Terabit per second range, researchers are
investigating new frequency spectra, ranging from mm-wave
(60 GHz), sub-terahertz region, into the Terahertz (THz)
band (0.3 - 10 THz) [9]. Since THz signals have such high
frequency (equivalently, short wavelengths), each antenna
strip can be scaled to a tiny size and built from metamaterials
such as graphene [10]. However, numerous challenges apply
to these high frequencies that are not traditionally found at
lower frequencies used in previous generations of mobile
wireless systems. Firstly, THz signals suffer significant signal
attenuation in the form of energy loss due to free-space losses
and atmospheric effects such as molecular absorption, so
their range is more limited than equivalent signals in more
commonly used frequency bands. As a possible solution,
THz antennas take advantage of the shorter wavelengths of
THz signals to narrow the THz beam, thereby maximising
the range by maximising the desired energy of the signal
along the required direction from source to target. This leads
to the second major challenge, which is the requirement for
an unobstructed Line-of-Sight (LoS) between the transmitter
and the receiver. Thirdly, the extremely short wavelengths
of THz signals means that they are scattered more easily
by patterned surfaces, which appear “rough” in the THz
band. Thus, instead of signals being reflected along the same
path regardless of where they hit the surface, (i.e., specular
reflection, as would happen with a “smooth” surface), they
go in a variety of directions because of the local differences
in the normal of the rough reflecting surface. Consequently,
obstacles in the path tend to absorb THz signals (either
directly or by non-specular reflection) rather than reflect
the incoming signal in a way that enables this signal to be
redirected to where it is required.
To address the problem of LoS-only propagation, the
research community has proposed the use of intermediate
reflectors, thereby enabling connectivity from source to target
along a path made of a series of wireless links. For indoor
settings, surfaces (walls and ceilings) can be constructed
from metamaterials (we refer to them as metasurfaces) to
help reflect and/or redirect beams. Such metasurfaces bounce
signals between the base station and mobile endpoint, to
avoid obstacles or environments that would otherwise attenuate or even block THz signals. Current research frontiers
include programmable metamaterials for re-directing beams
[11] [12] [13], mechanical control reflectors [14],[15] as well
as protocols for security [16]. Fig. 1 illustrates how obstacles
can block the THz signals and how reflective metasurfaces
can help redirect the beams. Since THz signals require LoS
VOLUME 4, 2016
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to ensure adequate SNR, any adaptive beam steering control system needs to know the locations of obstacles that
could block or lower the quality of THz signals. Using this
information, it can predict the effect of those obstacles on
the received signal strength and adjust the signal paths to
compensate for the presence of such obstacles.
In this paper, we propose a new management system for
Metasurface Intelligent Environment for 6G, through the
Digital Twin concept, which is illustrated in Fig. 2. Digital
Twin is a virtual model of the physical indoor space, including objects within that space. Geometric analysis of beam
propagation as well as energy models for beam reflection are
central to a 6G Digital Twin that can measure both obstacles
and user positions to analyse the channel information and
improve overall performance through system adaptation. In
this case, the Digital Twin models the THz signals and
simulates any effects that can impact on the path loss. Our
solution incorporates image processing techniques to capture
any type of dynamic obstacles, such as a person in the room,
to determine its profile. This object profile includes the size
and dimensions of each obstacle as well as the texture of
the material types that can affect the reflection or scattering
properties of the THz signals. Image processing techniques
can also capture the presence of some gases that can affect
the THz signals through molecular absorption. By collecting
this information, the Digital Twin will construct an SNR map
with which to identify ideal virtual paths through a Terahertz
Potential Field (THzPF), to provide accurate decisions on the
best signal paths from the base station to the metasurface
reflector that will redirect beams to the mobile endpoint
[17]. The THzPF is inspired by the Artificial Potential Fields
technique (APF) that is used for robotic real-time obstacle
avoidance [18] [19]. The potential field is calculated based
on attractive as well as repulsive forces to determine the best
path around obstacles. We developed a ray-tracing simulator
for the Digital Twin management system, where we focused
on one particular type of programmable metasurface that is
built from graphene gated structures to redirect beams using
a voltage bias [10]. Our results show the benefits of the
THzPF by analysing the overall SNR for varying numbers
and material types of fixed obstacles, of users within the
room, and several reflectors in fixed locations.
The rest of this paper is organised as follows: Section
II presents the indoor THz communication system with the
Obstacle detection system, Control system for the metasurface reflectors, and THzPF module. Section III presents
the THzPF model, and this includes obstacle and texture
detection, gradient calculation, while Section IV presents the
simulation results. Lastly, Section V outlines the conclusions
of this paper.

FIGURE 3: System diagram of the proposed THz signal
guidance system. Based on a central controller server, it
activates the antenna strips on the base station based on the
THzPF created from the Obstacle Detection System and the
Smart Reflector Module.

feed images to the Controller server, which contains an online
image processing module known as You Only Look Once
(YOLO) machine learning algorithm [20]. This algorithm is
used to detect the obstacles and identify the object’s profile
(its position and dimensions) using a monochromatic image
of the obstacle. In addition to object detection, another Deep
Learning algorithm is used for material type classification.
The object profiles are passed on to the THzPF module,
which determines the potential field based on SNR that
models the scattering (diffraction) and reflection of signals
that impinge on any obstacle. Based on the candidate beams
with the highest THzPF value, the Controller determines the
optimal path from the base station to the metasurface reflector
and on to the mobile device (this is established through
the Potential Field Calculation module). The path with the
highest potential field determines the location on the metasurface reflector and the corresponding antenna strips that need
to be turned on, which is managed by the Antenna Strips
Management module. If beam steering is required at the
reflector, an electrical bias is applied using the Electrical Bias
Control module, and this sends control signals directly to the
relevant reflector strips. In the following, we provide details
that govern the basic theories involving the transmission and
propagation of terahertz signals. Since we are interested only
in the power distribution at the receiver, and not the extraction
of the data signal from the beam that arrives at the receiver,
we do not analyse the receiver model.

II. INDOOR THZPF MANAGEMENT SYSTEM

III. TERAHERTZ SYSTEMS AND PROPAGATION MODEL

Our Digital Twin management system architecture is depicted in Fig. 3. The system is composed of three main
components, which includes the Controller, Base Station and
the Metasurface reflector. Two cameras (top and side view)

This section presents background information on THz signals
and their physical properties, particularly on factors that can
affect the SNR.
3
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A. TERAHERTZ BASE STATION MODEL

We consider a circular-section base station with a set I of
antenna strips, where i represents an antenna strip (i ∈ I).
All strips combine to form a 2D uniform array antenna
with MI × NI = |I| total strips, where Ma × Na is the
total number of active antenna elements placed vertically
and horizontally, respectively, in the array. The Antenna
Strips Management module of the Controller activates the
antenna strips, thereby choosing the number of rays and their
direction based purely on turning strips ON and OFF.
Array antennas can maximise the total link budget by
increasing the antenna gain [21][22], and in our case, they
are needed to define a potential field that can be used to determine the most appropriate paths with the most reliable signals. By activating and deactivating particular antenna strips
in different phases, active beam steering can be achieved. Directional beams are steered to the most appropriate location
of the metasurface reflector to minimise NLoS transmission
in the presence of blockages. To this end, we are interested
in the calculation of the SNR at the receiver, but first, we
need to calculate the base station gain (Gbs ) based on the
number of antenna strips and elements in each strip during
the transmission period.
Given a number of antenna strips within the array, we consider the cone model approximations by Petrov et al [9] for
calculating the gain of the beam. For this, the power spectrum
density of the signal pRX at a distance r is represented as
pRX =

PT x
,
SA

(1)

where SA = 2πr2 is the surface area of the signal beam’s
spherical cap of radius r (whose axis is aligned with the
propagation direction) and PT x is the transmitted signal
power.
For signal cones that overlap with obstacles, the wavefront
surface area will decrease by the obstacle loss percentage of
ς. The resulting pRX , based on the approximation from [9],
is represented as
pRX

PT x
=
(2πrhς)

Gbs =

MX
a ×Na

gi

(4)

i=0

The base stations are assumed to have cylindrical geometry, with the axis in a vertical direction. Furthermore,
we assume that the obstacles can also be approximated as
cylinders with the same axis direction as the base stations.
With this simplifying assumption, models are based on 2D geometry and plane angles rather than 3-D geometry and
robust angles.
Based on the free-space propagation model, the power
spectral density (PSD) PRx for both use cases is represented
as
(
PRX =

PT x · Gbs /(4πr2 ), non-obstacle (ς = 1)
PT x · Gbs /(4πr2 ς), obstacle.

(5)

Signals within the beam area are dependent on the shape of
the obstacle, and this will determine the transmitted portion
of the beam (ς) in (5). We consider that the obstacle is in
the midsection of the cone between the signal source and
receiver, as illustrated in Fig. 4.
We produced an approximate model considering that 1)
the triangle from the signal source to the midsection is an
isosceles triangle with a top angle equal to the cone aperture
angle (α) and 2) we broke the main triangle into two other
isosceles triangles, a right triangle with top angle (θ) and a
left triangle with top angle (θ0 ). We also consider that the
total area of the midsection triangle is equal to the sum of the
right and left triangles as well as that the difference between
these triangles and the midsection triangle is the same as the
whole cone triangle when it is divided with same top angles
θ and θ0 . Then, we can define
ς = 100 ×

(2)

where h = r[1 − cos (α/2)] and α is the antenna directivity
angle, and will also change for the case when obstacles block
the signals, which is α0 . We depict this information in Fig. 4.
Considering the signal free-space propagation model, we
can calculate the antenna gain gi for the main lobe in the antenna strip i of the cone model with a given α by considering
gi
pRX = PT x (4rπr
2 ) , which is represented by
2
gi =
.
1 − cos (α/2)

that produced these rays. The total antenna gain from the base
station is represented as follows

Alef t
.
(Alef t + Aright )

(6)

Since α is a known value, we establish the relationship
θ0 = θ − α. Thus the area of both triangles is
Alef t =

1 2
1
b sin(θ0 ), Aright = b2 sin(θ).
2
2

(7)

The θ can be calculated by the following equation

θ = arcsin

r0
b


.

(8)

(3)

In our model, all antenna strips have the same gain values
with the same directivity angle for every gi , and the basestation antenna gain is relative to the total number of active
elements based on the beam angle α. This angle determines
the spread of rays in the cone and the active antenna elements

In this paper we assume beams generate through phasedelay beamforming, since analog beamforming is reported
adequate for for higher frequencies, such as for terahertz
systems [23]. In addition, we avoid complex beamforming
solutions, such as digital beamforming, and their respective
increase in circuity design for beam generation [24].

4
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Signal source
⍺

Θ

reflection loss, where the Fresnel reflection coefficient is
represented as [28]

Radiation Pattern
Cone approximation
Cone approximation with
obstacle radiation loss

Obstacle

b

Θ’

r

h


2
cos(θi ) − nt 1 − n1t sin(θi )
r
R(f ) =



r

b

r'
wavefront

S

1
sin(θi )
nt

cos(θi ) + nt 1 −

2

(12)

where θi is the angle of the incident wave and nt is the
refractive index of a medium. The Rayleigh roughness factor
is defined as
G(f )

Midsection

ρ(f ) = e−

2

,

(13)

and
FIGURE 4: Diagram showing the parameters used in the
calculation of the signal percentage loss (ς).

B. TERAHERTZ PROPAGATION MODEL

In this section we describe the multi-ray propagation model
for the 0.06 − 10 THz band [14], [25], [26], which is considered in our study. The multi-ray model considers various
factors that will affect the signal propagation, including:
spreading (Ψ(f, d)), molecular absorption (β(f, d)), reflection (Γ(f, d)) and scattering (ξ(f, d)), in which f is the carrier frequency and d is the distance between the transmitter
and receiver [27]. In the following, each of these effects is
formulated.
1) Spreading

Spreading in the THz-band is represented as follows,


c
4πf d

Ψ(f, d) =


G(f ) =

Γ(f, d) =

X

(10)

where p is the standard pressure value in the room , p0
is the reference pressure, T0 is the standard temperature,
T is the system temperature and σ g (f ) is the absorption
cross-section. Using the Beer-Lambert law that defines the
transmittance of a high-frequency wave over an absorbing
medium, we can represent the molecular absorption loss as
−1
k(f )d
2

β(f, d) = e

,

(11)

3) Reflection

The Kirchhoff theory is used for calculating the reflection
loss of THz waves. The Fresnel reflection coefficient and
the Rayleigh roughness factor are used for calculating the
VOLUME 4, 2016

(15)

Scattering affects THz signals based on the roughness level
of the surface that it reflects. This is considered critical to
the communication link and must also be taken into account.
First, we consider the Beckmann-Kirchhoff theory for obtaining the scattering coefficient and its approximation [25],
which is represented as:
−2cos(θ1 )
√
2
S(f ) = −e nt −1
s
1
·
2
3
1 + g + g2 + g6

· p20 +

X p T0 g
σ (f ),
p0 T
g

Ψ(f, d) · β(f, d) · R(f ) · ρ(f ),

4) Scattering

r

k(f ) =

(14)

in which n is the number of rays.

where c is the speed of light in vacuum.

The molecular absorption coefficient can be characterised as

,

n

(9)

2) Molecular Absorption

2

where ω is the standard deviation of the surface roughness
and λ is the free space wavelength of the incident wave. Thus,
the reflection loss can be represented as

2
,

4πωcos(θi )
λ

(16)

πcos(θ1 ) vs
g 2 −vs
ge + e 2 ,
100
4

in which, the values of p0 is the renormalization constant, g
is an approximation constant, vs is a normalized coordinate
coefficient and θ1 is the zenith angle of the incident wave,
and they can be found in [29]. Thus, the scattering loss can
be obtained considering spreading, molecular absorption, the
Rayleigh roughness factor and the scattering coefficient of n
rays, and is represented as:
ξ(f, d) =

X

Ψ(f, d) · β(f, d) · R(f ) · S(f ).

(17)

n

C. TERAHERTZ RECEIVER POWER MODEL

The path-loss model can be obtained upon adding the attenuation loss of each signal propagation effect (spreading (Ψ),
molecular absorption (β), reflection (Γ) and scattering (ξ)) in
dB, and this is represented as
α(f, d) = 10 · log10 (Ψ(f, d)) + 10 · log10 (β(f, d))
+10 · log10 (Γ(f, d)) + 10 · log10 (ξ(f, r)).

(18)
5
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(a)

(b)

(c)

FIGURE 5: Different scenarios that impact the THz signal propagation that are reflected from the base station to the metasurface
reflector (we assume no signal loss at the reflection point). (a) Shows the effects of distance, (b) shows the effects of blockage
from a wood obstacle material, and (c) shows the effects of a micro humidity level increase (e.g. vapour from water spray).

FIGURE 6: The process of repulse force vector creation from image processing and obstacle detection using the AI-based
algorithm named YOLO (You-Only-Look-Once) for obtaining the repulsion gain (η). The obstacle edge detection is made later
with a colour filtering for normalisation of the pixels. Finally, the total THzPF is calculated.

Based on this, the SNR is represented as
SN R(α, d) = Ptx + Gbs + Grx − α(f, d) − γ − N,

(19)

where Ptx is the transmission power, Gbs is the antenna gain
in the transmitter, and Grx is the antenna gain in the receiver,
N is the noise and γ is the loss resulting from shadowing.
In order to simplify the SNR function for a specific scenario
(which is also used for the rest of the paper), a simplified
form was used from [30], which considers Ptx = 1 dBm with
7.4 dB conversion loss, Gbs and Grx are equal to 30 dBi.
In addition to this, we also consider that the receiver has a
conversion gain of 8 dB with N = 7.5 dB and γ = -74 dBm,
and this results in
SN R(α, d) = 127.7 − α(f, d).

(20)

However, we need to extend (20) to incorporate 1) the
partial loss of signal strength due to absorption of an indoor
obstacle, 2) the partial loss of signal strength from each
reflection of the metasurface reflector. In our scenarios, we

assume a group of signal reflections, and the new SNR for
each signal is defined as
SN R(α, d) = 127.7 − α(f, d1 ) × κ1 − α(f, d2 ) × κ2 ,

(21)

where d1 is the distance between the base station and the
metasurface reflector, d2 is the distance between the wall and
the receiver. The κ1 and κ2 are the probabilities of a signal
irradiation pattern from the base station reaching the reflector
and from the reflector reaching the receiver, respectively. The
Sr (f ) is based on (16) but with additional effects of the
signal reflection from the metasurface reflector. Since there
are spaces between the reflector elements, the signal is not
fully reflected, and the reflection index (nt ) in (12) needs
to be adjusted accordingly. Fig. 5 shows the effects of the
received reflected signal power when (a) there is no obstacle,
(b) there is an obstacle in the centre of the room, and (c)
when there is a molecular water vapour increase event in the
room. Based on the simulation results in Fig. 5, considering
the effects of various factors on THz signal levels, it is found

6
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where BAr is the vector of reflected beam, BAi is the
vector of incident beam, θi is the incident angle, and n is
the normal vector, orthogonal to the obstacle surface. The
direction of the reflected beam can be calculated using the
following equations
cos θi = −BAi · n,

(23)

θr = θi = − cos−1 (BAi · n) .

(24)

thus,

In the scenario of curved surface, the reflection of THz beam
are depict in Fig. 7b. The partial beam reflection from a
curved surface can be analyzed from the minimum incident
angle (θimin ) to the maximum incident angle (θimax ). The
reflected angles are varied as follows:

(a) Flat obstacle interference.

θspread = | − cos−1 (BAi · n2 ) + cos−1 (BAi · n1 ) |,

(25)

where θspread denoted size of reflected angle from a curved
object. The directions of the interference range between
− cos−1 (BAi · n2 ) and − cos−1 (BAi · n1 ). As shown in
Fig 7b, the difference of reflections between a flat object
and a curved object is the beam-spread angle of the reflected beam. The curved surface causes the reflected signal
to spread in a wider angle, causing the signal strength to
decrease as the angle increases. The proportion of signal
strength caused by wide spread from reflection from a curved
surface can be expressed as the equation below:
ρ=
(b) Curved obstacle interference.

FIGURE 7: Top view geometric analysis on the partial interference caused from the partial reflection of the beam in a
obstacle that is radiated from the Tx or reflector (mirror) to
the blue user to the green user.

that obstruction is the largest limitation that may result in
insufficient signal coverage and caausing the user not being
able to make a connection.

θspread

,

(26)

where ρ is the beam angle ratio and α is the transmitted beam
angle. We define the parameter Beam Ratio (BRr ) as the
ratio of reflected beam area to the full beam area that can
be calculated as the following equation:
BRr =

T HzBAobs
,
T HzBAobs + T HzBALOS

(27)

When considering each user, the aggregate interference, as
described by [9],[32], from N sources reflections is defined
as follows
Iagg (d) =

D. INTERFERENCE MODEL

N
X

−Kdi
PTi Ad−2
,
i e

(28)

i=1

In this section we propose an interference model from the
partial reflection from an obstacle to a user equipment (UE).
Fig. 7 shows the scenarios of partial reflection from an obstacle with a rectangular cross-section interfering a separate
connection that is close enough to the obstacle that has either
a flat surface (Fig. 7a) or a curved surface (Fig. 7b). We
apply vector arithmetics to build an interference model that i)
calculates the direction of the beam reflection from an obstacle and ii) to calculates perpendicular, incident and reflection
directions [31]. Considering the following equation:
BAr = BAi + 2 cos θi n,

α

(22)

with,
A=

c2
,
16π 2 f 2

(29)

where Iagg (d) is the aggregate interference, PT is the transmitted power, d is the reflected beam displacement, di , i =
1, 2, 3, ...N . K is absorption coefficients, and A is spreading
factor. With equal transmitted power for each beam, all PTi
equal to Ptx , equation (28) and (29) can be rewritten as
N
 X
−Kdi
Iagg (d) = N Ptx c2 (4πf )−2 ·
d−2
,
i e

(30)

i=1
7
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metasurface reflector, as well as the receiver), and is obtained
by differentiating a potential function THzPF : Rm → R,
where m is the number of spatial dimensions.
The potential function will have a continuous gradient
when there are no obstacles, but in the event of any blockages or signal turbulence, this will be indicated through
the rise in the potential field (or bumps that represent the
obstacles). The potential function can be constructed with
the sum of attractive (THzPF(SINR(α, d))Att,BAi ) and repulsive (THzPF(SINR(α, d))Rep,BAi ) potentials, which are
described in the following subsections. Because of the way it
is constructed, the THzPF is maximised near the transmitter
and near any reflecting surface, and its spatial gradient is
maximised in the direction of the THz rays that are emitted
from either.

(a)

A. OBSTACLE AND TEXTURE DETECTION

(b)

(c)

FIGURE 8: Statistical simulation of the signal power level
received in a room with 2 smooth surface obstacles. (a)
Statistical simulation of the signal power level received in
a room with 2 smooth surface obstacles. (b) Heatmap of
signal intensity calculated from motion simulation of user
groups. (c) Heatmap only the reflection interference caused
by the reflection of the beam area that hits the smooth surface
obstacles
.
When taking the beam ratio into consideration to find the
interference power of each reflection, the aggregate interference can be represented as
N
 X
−Kdi
Iagg (d) = N Ptx c2 (4πf )−2 ·
d−2
· BRri · ρi ,
i e
i=1

(31)
In the case of interference caused by reflections from a flat
surface, ρi is set to 1. The signal-to-interference-plus-noise
ratio for a user that is affected by interference of reflected
beams can be characterized as:
SINR(α, d) =

Ps (α, d)
Pn + Iagg (d),

(32)

where Ps is the received signal power at the UE, and Pn is
the noise power. An example of heatmap simulation of signal
levels and interference caused by reflections from smooth
surfaces within an indoor environment can be illustrated as
Fig. 8.
IV. TERAHERTZ POTENTIAL FIELD (THzPF)

The THzPF is a reactive model that defines a spatial gradient between two points (in our case a base station, and a

An essential element in our THzPF gradient calculation is detecting and profiling the obstacles [33]. Even though sensors
could be one solution, this can lead to high cost in placing the
sensors in the environment, and in particular to get the right
granularity in defining the profile of the object. As described
earlier, our approach is based on image processing. Besides
detecting the size of the obstacles using images, another
benefit for characterising the impact of THz signals on the
obstacles is materials and texture processing.
Based on recent advancement in object detection, we chose
the You-Only-Look-Once (YOLO) method for proposing
images to determine the obstacles. YOLO provides several
advantages for our application, and this includes short processing time (25 milliseconds), real-time detection, multiple
object detection. Our approach for the repulsive force calculation and its relationship with the total THzPF is shown in
Fig. 6, where the obstacles detected by YOLO from an indoor
image is converted into a repulsive force vector.
The steps for processing of images are as follows: First,
the image is formatted, which typically means resizing the
image. This is followed by obstacle detection using a convolutional neural network. Lastly, for the obstacle classification,
a non-max suppression threshold-based algorithm is used to
map the convolutional neural network output to simple rules.
In this paper, we are only interested in the rules used for
obstacle detection, where we consider the internal workings
of YOLO as a black box.
To convert the YOLO output or the image with highlighted
obstacles, we need to process the image further with a transformation mechanism. This method is illustrated in Fig. 6.
First, we obtain the image with the obstacle edge detection
(G) with G = G{I}, then we obtain the monochromatic
image F with all values between [0, 1] with the color filtering
function F = F{G}. Once the monochromatic image is
created, the next step is to develop the virtual obstacle objects
based on the dimensions of the image. These dimensions will
be obtained from both the top as well as side-view cameras.
Fig. 9 illustrates an example of the virtual obstacle object
creation for two people that are in an indoor space.
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Side View

Top View

Height’’
Height’

FIGURE 9: Illustration of obstacle object created after YOLO image processing for two people.

Besides the obstacle detection and creation, the Digital Twin also incorporates a Deep Learning algorithm for
material texture recognition. This is used to determine the
reflective index nt for the THz signals. Although scattering
effects are not considered based on the material types, this
can be incorporated in the future.
B. THZPF GRADIENT CALCULATION

The THzPF potential gradient (THzPFBAi ) is calculated for
the selected beam area BAi . Fig. 10 presents an example of
components within a beam area BAi that consists of multiple signals with SINR(α, d)BAi . Effects (e.g., scattering,
reflection) that occurs for each signal is virtually calculated
in the SINR(α, d)BAi . The THzPF is relative to all the
SINR(α, d) for each signal ray that can be transmitted as
LOS directly from the base station, or from NLoS that is
reflected from the metamaterial wall.
Between the source and the destination, there will be
multiple paths with or not reflected signals. Depending on
the configuration of blockage of a room, the different paths
will have different SNR distribution per area, which is analogously considered as “signal pressure". These paths we term
as potential pressure paths, by which is comprised of a flow
area (FA) from the base station to the user. Effectively, the
system will present j flow areas with multiple beams. We
consider the characteristics as mentioned earlier to be able to
define a new model for the THzPF gradient.
The THzPF gradient is represented as
THzPF(SINRBAi ,F Aj (α, d))F Aj =





γ
(ΣSINRBAi ,F Aj

(α, d)2 )

,

(33)

where γ represents the variance of SNR values inside a FA,
and we define it as
Σ(SINRBAi ,F Aj (α, d)2 ) − E[SINRBAi ,F Aj ])
,
|SINRBAi ,F Aj |
(34)
In this paper, we can consider the effect of signal interference when the base station sends beams to other users,
γ=

VOLUME 4, 2016

by considering the reflection and scattering of static obstacles. Let ds be the displacement of reflections from static
obstacles which can be obtained by performing the vector
operation:
ds = d · δ T ,
(35)
where d is the distance vector (displacement) and δ is the
vector of static-mobile presence indicator δi ∈ {1, 0}. We
model the analogous loss from interference in the THzPF
gradient as well resulting in the equations expressed as
follows, derived based on the condition that displacement of
reflection is performed and, in that case, taking a quadratic
inverse relationship with the SINR:
THzPFInt (SINR(α, ds )) =

(
1
( SINR(α,d
)2 , d ∈ ds > 0
s)
0, d ∈ ds = 0.

(36)

The total THzPF gradient for one FA is the sum of its
THzPF gradient with its interference forces and is represented as:
THzPFF Ai = THzPFF Ai (SINRBAi ,F Aj (α, d))
+ THzPFInt (SINR(α, ds )).

(37)

Fig. 11 presents an example of an optimal THzPF that is
superimposed onto the obstacles. The example presents the
lowest value of the THzPF, which is a path from the base
station to the metasurface reflector (which may also include
the beam steering process to get the ideal angle). Algorithm
1 presents the process for determining the THzPFBAi based
on the detected obstacles, as well as the optimum beam area
BAi that is selected. In some instances, beam steering is
required at the metasurface reflectors to maximise the THz
signals at the mobile device. Algorithm 2 presents the configuration of the beam steering mechanism in the reflector,
where we will activate the relevant antenna elements on the
base station for perfect alignment, as well as the electrical
bias that is needed for steering the beam.
V. SIMULATIONS

This section will present the simulation scenario as well as
the specific type of metamaterial wall used. The section will
also present a performance analysis from the simulations.
9
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(a)

(b)

FIGURE 10: Scenario of beam transmission in an indoor environment, (a) Illustration of Beam Area BAi that is used in the
potential field calculation, that incorporates all the effects that can affect the SN RBAi , (b) Top view diagram that shows various
effects including the molecular absorption from water vapor, as well as the back scattering and forward scattering driven by the
signal reflection on the wall in different reflection angles.

A. SIMULATION SETUP

A THz ray-tracing simulator using Python has been developed to simulate the signals and analyse the propagation and
reflection of THz signal paths.
In our scenario, the room is 5 x 5 meters, and this contains
three obstacles with the size of 40 x 40 cm each. Our
metamaterial wall width is set to 50 cm. The base station
contains 40 antenna strips, where each is the size of 1 cm.
The THz frequency considered is 0.3 THz.
Our simulation analysis considers two configurations, and
this includes three and six metamaterial reflectors. The main
features of the simulator include, (i) dimensioning of the
indoor space and placements of objects by specifying their
vertex position, (ii) placement of the base station transmitter,
as well as position, size, and configurable angles of the
metamaterial reflectors, (iii) simulating the rays that are
emitted from the base station, as well as from the metamaterial reflectors, (iv) calculating the coverage areas and
displaying this into multiple layers to analyse the details

of interests, (v) generating THzPF from the information of
base station location, mobile device location, obstacles, and
metamaterial reflector locations, and (vi) calculating THz
signal power in the interested area. For multiple mobile
devices scenario, users will be random uniformly distributed
to locations in the room with X ∼ U (0, room_width) and
Y ∼ U (0, room_height).
B. GRAPHENE-ENABLED TUNABLE METAMATERIAL
WALL

There have been many works in recent times that have developed non-absorbing or non-scattering metasurface walls for
reflecting electromagnetic waves [34], and an in particular
programmable metasurfaces [35], [11].
In this paper, we focus on graphene-based metasurface
reflectors [10], which can achieve dynamic switching of THz
beam reflection through tunable metasurfaces that can be
electronically controlled. By applying a Fermi-energy EF
to produce a current bias that activates a specific group
of reflector elements inside an array, THz beams can be
redirected from the base station towards the receiver that has
an incident angle of the range 2π to π/4.
The metasurface wall illustrated in Fig. 12 is composed
of an array of graphene-based tiles (reflector elements) with
heterogeneous geometry characteristics. The reflector resonant frequency will change as well as a shift in the dispersion
curve based on the geometry as well as the arrangement
of the tiles. To control the bias electronically, the different
sized tiles require a double graphene layer gate structure that
contains a thin silicon dioxide insulating film. This insulating
file will operate as a reflection amplitude modulator.
1) Varying THz signal reflection

FIGURE 11: Example illustration of one optimum THzPF
for a path that reflects from a metasurface.

The variation in the reflection angleθr based on the incidence
angle θi of a beam is based on the Snell’s law and is
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Algorithm 1 Digital Twin-based Cone Selection

Algorithm 2 Smart beam steering using THzPF

1: Define: D is the Digital Twin of the indoor room, B is the set

2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:
18:
19:
20:
21:
22:
23:
24:
25:
26:
27:
28:
29:
30:
31:
32:
33:
34:
35:
36:

of blockages, b ∈ B, Is is the side image of the room and
It is the top image of the room. M is the set of metasurface
mirrors, m ∈ M . Tx is the base station location, Rx is the
mobile user location. T HzP FBA is the potential field function
with a beam area defined by the number of rays inside a cone.
C set of possible cones from the base station, Z is the selected
cone that is initially set to zero
function D IGITALT WIN(I0 ) . Image processing of the assisted
by YOLO for Digital Twin Reconstruction
I1 ← YOLO(It )
for i ← 1 to |I1 | do
O ← YOLO.Type(I1i )
. Discover the type of object
bi ← coordinate(x1 , y1 , x2 , y2 )
bi .height ← bi .getHeight(Is )
if O == ’Obstacle’ then
B ← B.append(bi )
end if
end for
D ← B, M, Tx , Rx
return D
end function
function THZ_PF(D)
THzPFBA ← 0
THzPFTotal ← 0
Cchosen ← 0
for c ← 1 to |C| do . Potential Field Calculation and Cone
Selection
if |D.B| > 1 then
P
SINRc ←
SINR
. Eq. (21)
else
P
SINRc ←
SINR
. Eq. (20)
end if
THzPF ← THzPFBAc (SINRc )
. Eq. 37
if THzPF.BA > THzPFtotal .BA then
THzPFtotal ← THzPF
Cchosen ← c
end if
end for
return THzPFTotal
end function
Is ← SideCamera.get()
. Side Image Acquisition
Process
It ← TopCamera.get() . Top Image Acquisition Process
D ← DigitalTwin(Is ,It ) . Digital Twin Reconstruction
Cone ← THZ_PF(D)
. Cone Selection

2:
4:
6:
8:
10:
12:
14:
16:
18:
20:
22:
24:
26:
28:

Define: M is the set of metasurface mirrors, m ∈ M . Tx is
the transmitter, Rx is the interested receiver. THzPF is the field
function of THzPF including the attractive field (THzPFAtt )
and the repulsive field (THzPFRep ). The potential field gradient
THzPFBA is the potential of interested beam area (BA)
function BIAS(m, RX )
bias ← False
bias_angle ← 0
if θnormal <> θRx then
bias ← True
dθ ← θnormal − θRx
bias_angle ← dθ
end if
return bias, bias_angle
end function
bias_list ← null
THzPF ← THZ_PF(B, M, T_x, R_x, α)
for RX ∈ All_U E do
if NLOS(T_x,R_x,THzPF) then
for m ∈ M do
bias,bias_angle ← BIAS(m,R_X)
bias_list.append(bias,bias_angle)
end for
max_snr ← 0
for i ∈ All_BA(bias_list, beamAreas) do
if SINR(THzPFBAi ) > max_snr then
max_snr ← SINR(THzPFBAi )
end if
end for
steeringRx ← max_snr
end if
end for

2) Graphene Metasurface Tile Energy Cost Bias

The bias that is applied to a tile reflector element is through a
DC bias voltage. This is achieved by applying a Fermi Energy
EF level for each element, which controls the conductivity of
the sandwiched graphene as well as an insulating film. The

represented as follows
sin (θr ) = sin (θi ) =

λ0 dΦ
,
2πni dx

(38)

where λ0 is the wavelength in free space, ni is the refractive
index of the metasurface material, and dΦ/dx represents
the phase gradient on distance dx. Fig. 13 presents the
relationship between the beam steering angle of the incident
beam by varying the dΦ/dx, which is increased from 0 to
80 degrees when the phase slope is increased from 0 to 40
degrees. The range of reflected angle that can range from 0
to 2π will depend on the arrangement of size tiles that can be
arranged across the width of the reflector.

FIGURE 12: Structure of the metasurface graphene reflector.
Each reflector element is uniformly distributed over the metasurface area. Upon reception of DC voltage with energy value
EF , each element array will be activated. Beam steering will
occur when the beam is aligned to a specific group of reflector
elements that produce the angle of steering.
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the base station and the user through the tunable metasurface
reflectors.
In addition, from the analysis of the signal level, we can
adjust the system design to have the signal level that is
suitable for use by adjusting the beam angle as shown in Fig.
15. The simulation result in Fig. 15 shows the SNR resulting
from the adjustment of the beam angle between 5 degrees to
45 degrees. A narrower beam can provide a higher SNR, but
will also have a smaller beam area and a greater chance of
being blocked by obstacles.
FIGURE 13: Different THz beam steering angle controlled
by the dΦ variation with a fixed dx at 85 µm.
Fermi Energy level bias on the reflector and its relationship
to the bias voltage Vg is represented as [10]
r
EF ≈ h̄νf

πr 0 Vg
,
ets

(39)

where r and 0 are the permittivity of the thin-film insulating
layer between the gated graphene elements and vacuum,
respectively, and e and νf are the electron charge and the
Fermi velocity (1.1 × 106 m/s in graphene), respectively.
Depending on the angle that is to be reflected from the
metasurface, the cost for the beam steering ξ will be EF ×Ne ,
where Ne is the number of reflector elements required to
achieve the reflected angle θr . In this paper, for simplicity
of energy cost calculations, we consider that EF are equal
for all reflector elements in the metasurface.
C. IMPACT ON SYSTEM’S SNR WITH RESPECT TO
NUMBER OF OBSTACLES AND METASURFACE
REFLECTORS

The main objective of the proposed virtual THz signal guidance system is to maximise the signal beams at the receiver.
We initially evaluate the SNR of an indoor environment, and
how it gets impacted by the number of obstacles, metasurface
reflectors as well as users. We consider three configurations
for the metasurface reflectors, and this includes no reflector,
three reflectors, six reflectors with three different sets of
scenarios: (a) no obstacle (b) three obstacles and (c) six
obstacles. The results of this experiment are presented in Fig.
14. For all scenarios, as the number of user increases, the
average SNR starts to decrease due to the increasing number
of beams with a high potential field that is reflected from
the metasurface, which leads to longer beam propagation
distances as opposed to straight LoS rays, as depicted in Fig.
14 (a), (b) and (c). This decrease can reach up to 18 dB with
ten users. With an increase in the number of obstacles ((b)
with three obstacles and (c) with six obstacles), the benefit
from the number of metasurface reflectors becomes clearer,
with a maximum gain of 5 dB when using six reflectors.
This gain becomes obvious as the number of users increases
because there is a higher number of potential fields between

D. EVALUATION OF THE THZPF BEAM STEERING
SIGNAL GUIDANCE

We aim to quantify what are the costs in providing beam
steering from the metasurface reflectors based on the THzPF
virtual signal guidance for multiple users. Fig. 16 shows the
beam propagation based on the image processing for object
detection, as well as the quantity of Fermi energy to enable
signal reflection for users that are blocked. As part of this
simulation, we also include the materials texture classification based on Deep Learning, and this classification is shown
in Fig. 17. We have four different scenarios, including (a)
three users with all LoS, (b) three users with one beam steering event (c) five users with two beam steering events, and (d)
eight users with five beam steering events. The simulation is
set to have a transmitter and three metasurface reflectors on
each side of the wall. The object detection system detects the
location of users walking at various locations and calculates
the THzPF to analyse the beam path based on Algorithm
2. In the case that all users have LoS from the transmitter,
the signal will be transmitted directly from the transmitter to
each user as shown in Fig 16 (a), and will not require any
electronic bias at the metasurface reflectors. Fig 16 (b) shows
that the system can detect the movement of three users, and
in particular when one mobile device is blocked by another
user. The system calculates the best possible signal path that
can reflect the signal from one of the metasurface reflectors
to the blocked user. The result is that the signal is sent to
the right mirror, and the metasurface mirror will bias the
elements that give the aligned beam at a Fermi energy of 0.5
electron Volt (eV) according to Algorithm 2. In Fig 16 (c) and
(d) the number of users is 5 and 8, respectively. The number
of steered beams were two and five, respectively. The results
show that the use of metasurface-reflector can help users in
high-speed wireless communication systems that need LoS
signals to avoid obstacles, including the human body. The
amount of electric bias also shows the amount of users who
have been connected to the signals that the control system
can manage through Digital Twin management system.
The subsequent analysis is the calculation of the energy
costs of the reflected as well as steered beams with a varying
number of obstacles and users. The different simulation cases
for this scenario include, 1) without metasurface reflectors
2) three metasurface reflectors, and 3) six metasurface reflectors. Fig. 18 shows the results of the electric bias Fermi
energy (EF ) for different number of obstacles. From the
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(a)

(b)

(c)

FIGURE 14: The number of obstacles, reflectors and users impact on the system’s SNR. (a) no obstacle (b) 3 obstacles and (c)
6 obstacles.

simulation results, we can see that as the number of users increases the biasing effect for reflecting and steering the beam
costs also increase. Considering the increase in the number of
reflectors, the cost of electrical bias is also increased, which
means more users can be helped by reflectors and we should
design the installation of reflectors in an appropriate number
in order to cope with obstacles in various cases.
We also show the superiority of the presented THzPF with
the analysis of the variation of the number of users from
zero to 30 effects in the average received power as well as
the cumulative EF for all number of users. The results are
depicted in Fig. 19. The average received power maintains
instable while using the THzPF while increasing the number
of users, Fig. 19 a). Besides that, there is an average gain
of approximately 10 dB power when not using the THzPF.
There is a considerable variation of the received power with
the number of users, due to their random location allocation
in our simulations. Using the THzPF, this variation decreases
to very small variations, which indicates the efficiency in
system-wide adaptation to user location, starting from the
YOLO prediction of user location till overcoming blockages
and reflecting appropriate signals with the THzPF. Even
though there is no mobility models in the simulations of

FIGURE 15: SNR results with variation of the beam angle
(α).

users, we expect that THzPF might also provide benefits in
that regard, which should be investigated as future work.
There is the energy cost associated with the THzPF user
increase adaptation, as we show in Fig. 19 b). The costs will
vary with user location, so the number of reflections needed
to maintain stable, received power will also vary. However,
it is clear that the continuous linear increase in cumulative
EF with the increase in the number of users. Based on the
simulation analysis, the ability to know the position of the
users and obstacles to knowing the virtual beams that are
most suitable for the user is a clear advantage.
VI. CONCLUSION

Now that THz frequencies are receiving attention for future
high-speed wireless links, the research community is trying
to solve the propagation limitations of this newly explored
spectrum band. Blockages from obstacles cause the base
station to mobile endpoint connections to fail because the
obstacles induce coverage blackspots for direct beams to and
from the THz base stations. A proposed approach that has
gained attention recently is the use of metasurface reflectors
that can reflect and steer THz beams around such obstacles.
In this paper, we propose a signal guidance and control
system that uses a Digital Twin of the space where THz
signal propagation is to be optimised. The Digital Twin is
used to derive candidate signal paths that ensure transmission
even in the presence of obstacles, where reflectors are present
to change the direction of the THz beams as needed. The
resulting Controller includes modules to perform complex
calculations, including ray tracing, path loss prediction, and
antenna, reflector and mobile endpoint alignment. The underlying signal model is a bundle of rays characterised by
a new signal propagation metric called Terahertz Potential
Fields (THzPF). The Controller ensures that the antenna strip
selected for emitting the signal has a line of sight from the
base station to the mobile endpoint, if necessary via a reflector and that the available signal paths maximise the SNR
of the local THzPF field. Since knowledge of the obstacles’
size, position and movement are essential for calculating the
13
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

FIGURE 16: Beam distribution from the transmitter to users both LoS and NLoS (left), THzPF of the real-time system (center),
and Fermi energy level of each reflector (right). Scenarios are (a) 3 users with all LoS. In this case all users have LoS from
the transmitter, the signal will be transmitted directly from the transmitter to each user., (b) 3 users with 1 beam steering, (c) 5
users with 2 beam steering, (d) 8 users with 5 beam steering. In (b) - (c) the system calculates the best possible signal path that
can reflect the signal from one of the metasurface reflectors to blocked users. The metasurface mirror will bias the elements
that give each aligned beam at a Fermi energy of 0.5 eV.
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(a)

FIGURE 17: Classification of different wood, glass, and
concrete reflective index using Deep Learning algorithm for
materials and texture analysis.

THzPF, a set of cameras stream images of the space and
these images are processed in a way that ensures the Digital
Twin is synchronised with the actual disposition of the space.
Indeed the processed images can be used by the Controller to
refine the transmission model and the THzPF so that it takes
account of the material composition and surface roughness of
obstacles. This information can be overlaid on the larger scale
existing propagation model, to predict the effects of forward
and backscatter of the THz signals on the THzPF.
Simulation results have shown the effectiveness of using
the THzPF to guide THz signals to reach the mobile endpoint,
while also ensuring that only a small number of antenna strips
need to be activated, thus minimising energy consumption.
Our proposed solution is the first step towards an autonomous
THz propagation control system to provide and maintain reliable high-capacity connections for users in spaces. Indeed,
unlike traditional base stations, our proposed THz propagation control system features sensing (by a Controller assigned
to one or more THz base stations) of the space served by a
given THz base station and uses both physical models and
machine learning to maintain reliable, high-bandwidth THz
links with the mobile endpoints the base station serves. The
mobile endpoints themselves do not require such ambient
intelligence. Each UE will receive functioning information
from the base station that already performs the intelligence.
The UE will then know where and where transmissions are
reflected and to which mirror they must focus on. This is a
perfectly reasonable idea, where many protocols for 5G, and
even before that, use geospatial information sharing between
the base station and the UE [36],[37].
Future research will consider both micro and macromobility of users, and how metasurface reflector handovers
can be performed to ensure uninterrupted connectivity. The
micro-mobility will consider small physiological movements
(e.g., moving arms holding the mobile endpoints) that might

(b)

(c)

FIGURE 18: Electrical bias: EF (eV) (a) no obstacle (b) 3
obstacles and (c) 6 obstacles.

make the mobile endpoint loose connectivity. The future
work will also consider different architectures of the metasurface reflectors, which may include such devices being placed
on, or even embedded in, the wall as well as the ceilings to
assist in more efficient steering of the beams.
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]
(a)

(b)

FIGURE 19: The result of the mean value of the received signal power, which consists of the effect of reflection with different
number of users. (a) The result of the mean value of the received signal power, which consists of the effect of reflection. (b)
The average bias energy used by the THzPF calculation to operate metasurface mirrors.
.
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